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GOALIE CUSTOMIZER
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EVERY GOALIE IS UNIQUE IN HOW THEY PLAY AND HOW THEY WANT THEIR EQUIPMENT TO FEEL AND PERFORM. THE CCM PREMIER AND EXTREME FLEX III CUSTOM PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO ENSURE YOU ARE PROPERLY GEARED UP EACH TIME YOU STEP ONTO THE ICE. THIS CUSTOMIZER HELPS YOU SEARCH THROUGH A VAST ARRAY OF OPTIONS TO CUSTOMIZE YOUR GEAR FOR THE RIGHT FIT, FLEX, STRAP SET-UP AND LEG CHANNEL TO HELP IMPROVE YOUR GAME!

VISIT WWW.CCMHOCKEY.COM TO SEE OUR PRO GOALIE ENDORSEES EXPLAIN THEIR SPECS AND WHY THEY CHOOSE CCM GOALIE EQUIPMENT.
EXTREME FLEX III PADS

Re-engineered with our pro goalie feedback, the Extreme Flex III is now the lightest goal pad since the inception of the Extreme Flex pads. They provide explosive power pushes and game changing stability.

SPEED SKIN TECHNOLOGY
Quick gliding and explosive power pushes.

OWD CORE SYSTEM
Optimized Weight Distribution provides great speed in the crease.

QK5 STRAPPING SYSTEM
Exceptional 5-Hole closure.
Two injection molded inner core designs are offered to provide flex options from below the knee up to the thigh to maximize your five-hole coverage based on how wide or narrow your butterfly is.

**CORE OPTIONS**

**SINGLE BREAK CORE**
The single break core is designed to be a softer pad with one internal break below the knee for flexibility and mobility.

**DOUBLE BREAK CORE**
The double break core is designed with 2 internal breaks above and below the knee to facilitate 5 hole closure.

Flex options optimize internal and external flex points that can provide maximum coverage based on the width of your butterfly and desired flexibility above the knee.

**FLEX OPTIONS**

Knee cradle options are based on the type of knee protector you wear and how much room is needed to transition from the center of the goal pad into the knee raiser to create a solid seal to the ice.

**KNEE CRADLE OPTIONS**
**EXTREME FLEX III PADS**

**KNEE STRAP OPTIONS**

The best leg strap option matches the flexibility of the goal pad from the knee up. A double break core works well with straps above the knee. A stiffer single break core works well with leg straps at or below the knee.
The leg channel is a personal preference based on whether the goalie wants a loose or tight fit. A tight fit leg channel works best with a shallow ultra soft EPE core. If a loose fit leg channel is desired it is best to select a shallow soft EPE core.

**INSIDE LEG CHANNEL COLOR**

- WHITE #6
- YELLOW #505
- GOLD SPORT #44
- ORANGE #4
- RED #14
- MAROON #108
- ROYAL #3036
- NAVY #333
- PURPLE #1009
- GREEN #208
- BLACK #9009
- SHARK TEAL #34
- BROWN #17
- SILVER #94
- PHOENIX RED #1006
- LIGHT BLUE #38
- ANTIQUE GOLD #408
- CAMEL #49

**INNER LEG CHANNEL / LEG CHANNEL OPTIONS**

- LOOSE FIT 2 CALF STRAPS
- TIGHT FIT 2 CALF STRAPS
- SUPER TIGHT FIT 2 CALF STRAPS

**CENTER LEG OPTIONS**

- STOCK OPTION
- NASH NYLON
- NYLON
EXTREME FLEX III PADS

TOE ARRANGEMENT OPTIONS

TOE STRAPS WITH BUCKLE

LEATHER BRIDGE WITH LACING

JENPRO HD FOAM

BOOT STRAP OPTIONS

UNDER HEEL

BEHIND HEEL

BOOT CHANNEL OPTIONS

DEEP SOFT

DEEP ULTRA SOFT
EXTREME FLEX III CATCH GLOVE

CATCH GLOVE OPTIONS

WRIST OPTIONS

WEBBING STRAP

LEATHER STRAP

“T” POCKET OPTIONS

SINGLE STRAIGHT TEE
(Also available in +1)

SINGLE OFFSET TEE
(Available in 590 Break only)
(Also available in +1)

DOUBLE STRAIGHT TEE

CUFF/THUMB OPTIONS

ONE-PIECE

TWO-PIECE

600 ANGLE

590 ANGLE

580 ANGLE
EXTREME FLEX III BLOCKER

BLOCKER OPTIONS

PALM POSITION OPTIONS

Palm Material Options

Nash

SureGrip

Stock Option

Finger Protection

Curved Finger Protection

Straight Finger Protection

Stock Option

Binding Options

Without Binding

Stock Option

With Binding
PREMIER PADS

The goal pad that revolutionized blocking a shot between the posts with the first injection molded foam core technology is now the lightest Premier since inception. Designed to maximize coverage and play big the new exceptionally thin profile saves weight and allows a deeper fit. More weight reduction focused in the leg channel and redesigned Pro leg strap set-up to optimize leg rotation when going butterfly and the reverse VH. CCM Premier engineered to improve the center of mass to reduce weight at the key areas to maximize performance.

THINNER PROFILE

Redesigned to reduce weight and improve the center of mass with higher density foam to maintain stiffness and remain square to the shooter.

DEEPER KNEE STANCE

Enhanced five-hole closure in the butterfly position and reverse VH stance.

PRO STRAP SYSTEM

Optimize your leg rotation with a new single knee and single calf strap system with high quality Pro leather construction.
The No Break Core is designed to be a stiffer goal pad to provide solid seal to the ice.

The Single Break Core is designed to be a stiffer pad with one internal break below the knee for flexibility and mobility.

*Offered in precurved & straight.

The Double Break Core is designed with 2 internal breaks above and below the knee to facilitate 5 hole closure.

Flex options optimize internal and external flex points that can provide maximum coverage based on the width of your butterfly and desired flexibility above the knee.

Re-engineered injection molded inner core design with thinner profile to reduce weight where it matters to maximize performance. The three molded core designs are offered to provide flex options from below the knee up to the thigh to maximize your five-hole coverage based on how wide or narrow your butterfly is.

Core Options

- No Break Core
- Single Break Core
- Double Break Core

Flex Options

- Precurved Single Break Core No Break Outer
- Precurved Double Break Core No Break Outer
- Straight Single Break Core Single Break Outer
- Precurved Double Break Core Single Break Outer
- Precurved Double Break Core Double Break Outer
- Straight Single Break Core No Break Outer
- Straight No Break Core No Break Outer
KNEE STRAP OPTIONS

The best knee strap option will allow proper rotation of the knee in the knee cradle. The size of knee protector that the goalie is wearing will determine whether the knee strap should be at the knee or below the knee for increased range of motion.
Leg channel options provide goalies with the ability to customize their fit. A tight fit is designed to provide a secure feel of the pad centered on the leg. Goalies with less flexibility prefer a loose fit and open leg channel, which provide more room for the knee and calf to position closer to the inside edge.

**INNER LEG CHANNEL / CALF STRAP OPTIONS**
CENTER LEG OPTIONS

INSIDE LEG CHANNEL COLOR

WHITE #6
YELLOW #505
GOLD SPORT #44
ORANGE #4
RED #14
MAROON #108
ROYAL #3006
NAVY #333
PURPLE #1009
GREEN #208
BLACK #9009
SHARK TEAL #34
BROWN #17
SILVER #94
PHOENIX RED #1006
LIGHT BLUE #3B
ANTIQUE GOLD #408
CAMEL #49

KNEE CRADLE OPTIONS

Knee cradle options are based on the type of knee protector you wear and how much room is needed to transition from the center of the goal pad into the knee raiser to create a solid seal to the ice.

TOE ARRANGEMENT OPTIONS

TOE STRAPS WITH BUCKLE
LEATHER BRIDGE WITH LACING
JENPRO HD FOAM WITH LACING
PREMIER PADS

**BOOT STRAP OPTIONS**

- **UNDER HEEL**
- **BEHIND HEEL**

**BOOT CHANNEL OPTIONS**

- **SHALLOW STIFF**
- **SHALLOW SOFT**

**STOCK OPTION**
PREMIER CATCH GLOVE

CATCH GLOVE OPTIONS

WRIST OPTIONS

“T” POCKET OPTIONS

CUFF/THUMB OPTIONS

WEBBING STRAP

LEATHER STRAP

SINGLE STRAIGHT TEE
(ALSO AVAILABLE IN +1)

SINGLE OFFSET TEE
(AVAILABLE IN 590 Break only)
(ALSO AVAILABLE IN +1)

DOUBLE STRAIGHT TEE

ONE-PIECE

TWO-PIECE

580 ANGLE

590 ANGLE

600 ANGLE
**Premier Blocker**

**Blocker Options**

**Palm Position Options**
- Standard Palm (Centered)
- Offset Palm (Higher Palm Position)

**Palm Material Options**
- Nash
- Suregrip

**Finger Protection**
- Curved Finger Protection (Stock Option)
- Straight Finger Protection

**Binding Options**
- With Binding
- Bindingless (Stock Option)
The shaft has been improved to be lighter, but also a lot more consistent. This ensures that goalies can rely on the same great performance and feel each time they step on the ice.

Our junior sticks have been redesigned to help younger goalies control and pass the puck better. The flex profiles have been improved and the blades are longer and the curves are bigger.

The new Extreme Flex III was developed by working closely with our Pro goalies. It has already allowed us to switch even more NHL goalies to our Extreme Flex III stick.
The document contains information about CCM Pro goalie sticks. Here are the details:

**CCM PRO GOALIE STICKS**

**CCM PRO** [NEW]

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**BLADE**
- Full Graphite Blade

**OPTIONS**

**SHAFT**
- Aspen Core with Fiberglass and Graphite Laminates
  - Lightweight and stiff
- Plywood Shaft
  - Traditional feel

**PADDLE**
- Foam with Fiberglass Laminate
  - Regular flex
- Foam with Carbon Laminate
  - Stiff flex

**SHOULDER**
- Regular
- Steep

**BLADE SHAPE**
- Square
- Round
- Extra Round

**SHOULDER SHAPE**
- Regular
- Steep

**COLOR OPTIONS**

- Decal color
- Base color (Paint)
CCM has completely redesigned its composite goalie line. The new Premier Plus was developed using the best out of player sticks while keeping the needs of goalies at top of mind. From the shoulder shapes to the structure and composition of the stick, everything has been optimized to bring to market the lightest and best feeling composite goalie stick.

**PREMIER PLUS STICK**

**GRIP**
A new StikTak Grip has been designed specifically for goalies and has been strategically placed to provide comfort and great control.

**STIFF BLADE**
Premier Plus features the same stiff blade structure as our Tacks sticks allowing goalies to deflect pucks exactly where they want to.

**VIBRATION DAMPENING**
The combination of the Exoflite Weave with the brand new ZeroFlux Technology diminishes the vibrations which provides great feel for the puck at all times.
**CCM PREMIER PLUS**

**SPECS.**

**PADDLE**
- EXOFIBE WEAVE WITH ZEROFLUX TECHNOLOGY
  - Diminishes vibrations to provide incredible feel of the puck.

**HANDLE**
- NEW RAISED GRIP
  - Designed to offer great control, especially when playing the puck.

**BLADE**
- EXTREMELY STIFF BLADE
  - For great accuracy and control of deflections.

**CONSTRUCTION**
- EXTREMELY LIGHT COMPOSITE STRUCTURE
  - Based on the way we build player sticks, to provide great feel and durability.

**OPTION**

**SHOULDER SHAPE**
- REGULAR
- STEEP

**COLOR OPTIONS**

- A: DECAL COLOR
  - YELLOW
  - ROYAL BLUE
  - FOREST GREEN
  - PHOENIX RED
  - GOLD
- B: BASE COLOR (PAINT)
  - BLACK
  - RED
  - ORANGE
  - SILVER
  - NAVY
  - MAROON
  - SPORTS GOLD
  - LA PURPLE
  - TEAL
  - WHITE
GOALIE STICK CURVE CHART

CCM PRO GOALIE STICK

FLEURY (142-2)  ANAHEIM 35 (192-1)

HOLTBY (125-1)  PRICE (142-3)

LUONGO (155-1)  MONTREAL 33 (163-0)

SMITH (141-3)  COLORADO 1 (162-2)

CRAWFORD (182-2)  LEHTONEN (152-2)
## Goalie Stick Curve Chart

### Premier Goalie Stick

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Price (142-3)</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Price Curve" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luongo (155-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Luongo Curve" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford (182-2)</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Crawford Curve" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holtby (125-1)</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Holtby Curve" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal 33 (163-0)</td>
<td></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Montreal Curve" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Player</td>
<td>Core Material</td>
<td>Knee Cap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberto Luongo</td>
<td>Soft Foam</td>
<td>No Outer Knee Wrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zach Fucale</td>
<td>Recessed</td>
<td>No Outer Knee Wrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Talbot</td>
<td>Firm Foam</td>
<td>With Outer Knee Wrap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Crawford</td>
<td>Soft Foam</td>
<td>No Outer Knee Wrap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Size M/L NHL | 36.35 | 33.725 | 35.125 | 35.95 |

* *Specs above are subject to change through the course of the season based on goaltenders preferences.*
### Marc-Andre Fleury
- **Size:** 34.675
- **Knee Brace:** Soft foam
- **No Outer Knee Wrap:** JEN PRO / HD foam with lacing
- **Core:** Pre-Curved / Single Break Core / Single Break Outer
- **Knee:** Loose Fit - 3 calf straps
- **System:** Shallow stiff

### Ben Bishop
- **Size:** 39.025
- **Knee Brace:** Firm foam
- **With Outer Knee Wrap:** Leather bridge with lacing
- **Core:** Pre-Curved / Single Break Core / No Break Outer
- **Knee:** Below knee fixed single
- **System:** Shallow stiff

### Antoine Bibeau
- **Size:** 34.675
- **Knee Brace:** Soft foam
- **No Outer Knee Wrap:** JEN PRO / HD foam with lacing
- **Core:** Pre-Curved / Double Break Core / No Break Outer
- **Knee:** Double strap fixed (calf & knee)
- **System:** Shallow soft

### Connor Hellebuyck
- **Size:** 36.45
- **Knee Brace:** Soft foam
- **No Outer Knee Wrap:** JEN PRO / HD foam with lacing
- **Core:** Pre-Curved / Double Break Core / No Break Outer
- **Knee:** Below knee fixed double
- **System:** Shallow stiff

*Specs above are subject to change through the course of the season based off goalies preferences.*
**PRO NHL ENDORSEES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAREY PRICE</th>
<th>SERGEI BOBROVSKY</th>
<th>BRADEN HOLTBY</th>
<th>JOHN GIBSON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size mL NHL</strong></td>
<td>34.788</td>
<td>35.9</td>
<td>34.675</td>
<td>34.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Knee Cable</strong></td>
<td>Recessed No Wrap</td>
<td>Super Soft Tight</td>
<td>Soft Super Tight</td>
<td>Soft Foam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Toe Alignment</strong></td>
<td>Jen Pro / HD Foam</td>
<td>Jen Pro / HD Foam</td>
<td>Leather Bridge</td>
<td>Jen Pro / HD Foam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Flex Option</strong></td>
<td>Pre-Curved / Single Break Core / Single Break Outer</td>
<td>Pre-Curved / Single Break Core / No Break Outer</td>
<td>Pre-Curved / Single Break Core / Single Break Outer</td>
<td>Pre-Curved / Single Break Core / Single Break Outer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leg Strap System</strong></td>
<td>Below Knee Fixed Single</td>
<td>Below Knee Fixed Single</td>
<td>Double Strap Fixed (Thigh &amp; Knee)</td>
<td>Knee Fixed Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leg &amp; Boot Channel &amp; Calf</strong></td>
<td>Thigh Fit - 2 Calf Straps</td>
<td>Super Tight Fit - 3 Calf Straps</td>
<td>Super Tight Fit - 3 Calf Straps</td>
<td>Loose Fit - 2 Calf Straps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Specs above are subject to change through the course of the season based off goalies preferences.*
HEAD OFFICE LOCATIONS

NORTH AMERICA

CCM HOCKEY
3400, RAYMOND-LASNIER,
MONTREAL, QUEBEC H4R 3L3
CANADA
TEL.: (800) 636-5895
FAX: (800) 636-5751

EUROPE

CCM HOCKEY
GÅRDSVÄGEN 13
SE 16927 SOLNA
SWEDEN
TEL.: +46 (0) 8 522 352 00
FAX: +46 (0) 8 522 352 10

TO START YOUR B2B ONLINE SHOPPING,
GO TO WWW.GO2REEBOKCCM.COM
AND CLICK ON “REQUEST LOGIN”.
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